2nd Term ;Test 02 2016-2017

4 MS level

The text:
Mother: After a long period of study, you are finally in 4MS and you’ll pass your
Brevet exam in a few months to come. Now you know many things about your country
and the world around you. You will have to make important choices. Some students will
look for a job, others will keep on studying. You will have to decide what to do in the
future. What about you son?
Son: Well mum. You know I dislike being ordinary and passive. As I am ambitious, I
want to be an important officer in the Algerian Army. That’s why I will opt for the
technical stream. I’ll work as hard as I can in high school. If I pass my Baccalaureate
with high grades, I’ll get a scholarship. I’ll choose to go to a foreign country to study
military aviation in order to become a skillful aircraft pilot. After I finish my
training, I’ll come again to serve my country.
Mother: You know you are important to your family and your community. You must
realize that your attitude will build your future and the future starts today. May God
realize all your dreams.
Part One (14 points)
1-Reading Comprehension: (7pts)
A-Read the text and answer the following questions: (2pts)
-Is the mother warning her son? …………………………………………………………………………………….
-Does the son like to be an ordinary person? ……………………………………………………………………….
B-Choose the best answer to complete the sentences: (3pts)
-The son is a student in ……………………………………
a-primary school.
b-Middle school
c-high school
- The son wants to be ……………………………….
_

a military aircraft pilot.
-

hates to be important in the future

.

- wants to be a doctor.
-After being a military pilot, the son ……………………………………………..
a- will stay abroad.
b- will get married and start a career abroad.
c-will come back to Algeria.
C-Lexis: Match each word with its opposite: (2pts)
Word Opposite
-

ambitious
foreign
high
finish

-low
-unmotivated
-start
-native
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2-Mastery of Language (7pts)
A-Spot the mistake and correct it:
-If people work hard, they achieve success in life. …………………………………………………………………………
B-Pick out from the text two words that have a prefix and a suffix: (1pt)
prefix
1-………………………..
suffix
2-………………………..
C-Find in the text two verbs describing present simple and future simple
actions:
Future simple:
1-………………………..
Present simple:
2-……………………………
D-Rewrite the following sentence using “He” instead of” I”: (2pts)
-After I finish my training, I will come again.
-……………………………………………………………..
E-Use the appropriate suffix to form nouns of occupations: (2pts)
Words
Nouns of occupations:
-Science………………
-Direct-……………………
-History…………..
-Teach……………….
Part Two (6pts)
Situation of Integration
What will you do when you leave middle school? –Use the following notes to write a
paragraph about your future expectations.
-If I / pass /Brevet exam / I / go / secondary school
- I’ll / choose / study / literary stream /
-I / work / seriously / three years
-If / I / succeed / baccalaureate / go / university
-There, I / study / English Literature /
- When / I / get / diploma / I / teach / English / in secondary ……..

☺good luck☺
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